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Ósýnileg augu
 

Það, að hafa hjartað á réttum stað er mikilvægast af öllu. Í sögunni Litli prinsinn, skrifar 
franski rithöfundurinn Antoine de Saint-Exupéry: ”það er einungis með hjartanu sem við 
getum séð réttlátlega; það sem skiptir mestu máli er ósýnilegt augunum.” Það er alveg 
eins og hann segir.  Við getum ekki alltaf séð hvort eitthvað er ekta bara með því að 
horfa á það. Það er bara með hjartanu sem við getum þekkt hinn sanna kjarna. 

  
Þýtt úr For Today & Tomorrow, Daily Encouragement, Daisaku Ikeda 

  
 

The heart is most important of all. In his classic The Little Prince, the French author Antoine 
de Saint-Exupéry writes: "It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is 
essential is invisible to the eye." It is just as he says. We cannot always tell whether 
something is genuine just with our eyes. Only by looking with the heart can we discern 
the true essence.  
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HRÆÐSLUVÍDDIN MÖGULEIKAVÍDDIN
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„Drama þríhyrningurinn“.

„Fórnarlamb“

„Ásakandinn“ „Bjargandinn“
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5 st HÓPMARKÞJÁLFUN  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Hvað er Framhaldsnáminu 
að gefa þér?  

 
1) Rannsóknarverkefni 8 hittingar með ein aðili 
2) Notaðu Möguleikvidds módellin í markþjálfun 

- prúfaðu Dramaþrihyrningurinn  
3) Prófaðu Gagnræður 

4) Notkun Hópmarkþjálfun 
5) Notkun á Samantektarblaði 
6) Notkun á Utanumhalds blaði 

7) Skref í átt að maí 2020  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Rannsóknarverkefni: 
Veita einum aðila í hópnum  

8 tíma markþjálfun 
Skrá á Samantektarblað & 

Utanumhaldsblaðið  

Hvernig gengur? 
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Rannsóknarverkefni: 
 

Bætum við - marksækjandin veitir 
endurgjöf eftir hver hitting 

 
1) Hvað virkar vel með hver þú ert?  

 
2) Hvað virkar vel, með  

það sem þú gerir (aðferðin)? 
 

3) Hvað er hægt að gera betur?
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Yfirlitsmynd af markþjálfa timabil

Heildarmarkmið

Heildartimabil markþjálfa samningurinn

1.
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Skrifa grein til að birtast í  
Veftimarit Evolvia - Hvati  

 
1) - hvað vil ég skrifa um  
- kynning af ástriða min  

- kynna mig sem markþjálfi 

2) skil - 1. maí  
senda til thora@evolvia.is 

 
3) 300-500 orð 
2-3 myndir frá  

Frakklandsferð eða  
annað sem tengist greinin
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SAMNINGUR  PCC  
 

At a PCC level, the minimum standard of skill that must be demonstrated to achieve a passing score for 
establishing the coaching agreement is that the coach asks the client what they want to work on, explores 

and confirms that the agenda is meaningful for the client and will move the client toward desired 
outcome(s), the coach engages in some exploration of the measures of success for each outcome 

desired in the session, and the coach engages in some exploration of the issues related to each outcome. 
The coach attends to that agenda, those measures, and those issues throughout the coaching. The 

coach may raise unseen issues to the client, but will not change agendas, measures, or issues unless 
redirected by the client. The coach should also check with the client during the session to make sure that 

the client’s goals for the session are in fact being achieved.

A coach will not receive a passing score for establishing the coaching agreement on the PCC 
performance evaluation if the coach chooses the topic(s) for the client or if the coach does not coach 
around the topic(s) the client has chosen. The evaluation for this competency will also be negatively 
impacted if the coach does not engage in some exploration of the measures of success for each topic 
with the client or defines those measures for the client. The evaluation will be negatively impacted if the 
coach does not engage in some exploration of underlying issues related to achievement of the 
outcomes or agenda or does not check with the client about whether the client is moving toward what 
the client wanted from the session.
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VITUNDARSKÖPUN  PCC  
 

At a PCC level, the minimum standard of skill that must be demonstrated to receive a passing score for creating 
awareness is that the coach focuses on deeper inquiry by the client and encourages the client to create new awareness 

by engaging in problem solving or goal achievement. The coach encourages the client’s exploration and creation of 
new techniques or tools to help the client attend to the client’s agenda and achieve desired outcomes. The coach 

shows no attachment to a specific outcome of the coaching and is somewhat willing to not know where the coaching is 
going. The coach demonstrates an ability help the client integrate new awareness as it pertains to a particular situation 
and agenda. The coach, at least some of the time, invites the client to define the learning that is occurring versus 

the coach defining the learning that is occurring. The coach demonstrates a professional level of ability to 
understand the way the client learns and creates and uses that, as well as the client’s language, as coaching tools.

A coach will not receive a passing score for creating awareness on the PCC performance evaluation if the coach does 
not attend to the client’s agenda, changes the agenda without input from the client, or appears attached to a 
particular outcome or solution. The coach will also not receive a passing grade on the PCC performance evaluation if 
the coach does not use the client’s thinking and learning tools as tools within the coaching or does not use the client’s 
language as a coaching tool. The evaluation will also be negatively impacted if the coach seems to substitute 
assessments or standard coaching exercises to the exclusion of using the tools already existing within the client to create 
awareness. The coach will not receive a passing grade if the coach states what awareness is without exploring with 
the client what the client’s awareness is or seeking the client’s input on whether the coach’s observations are correct 
and giving the client a chance to add their own observations.
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STJÓRNUN FRAMGANGS OG ÁBÝRGÐ  PCC  
 

At a PCC level, the minimum standard of skill that must be demonstrated to receive a passing score for managing 
progress and accountability is that the coach engages in a partial partnership with the client to help the client develop 

measures of success and structures of accountability that are clearly and causally related to achieving the client’s overall 
objectives and stated agenda and clearly related to the client’s style of learning and creating. The structures of 

accountability and measures of accomplishment must have a clear purpose and potential to move the client forward in 
their thinking, learning, or action around the stated agenda and toward the client’s overall measures of success 
as well as deepen their learning. At this level, the coach may also occasionally suggest tools or structures to assist the 

client so long as the tools are not forced on the client and that the tools or structure bear an easily recognizable 
relationship to achieving the client’s stated agenda and desired outcome and the client’s style of learning and creating.

A coach will not receive a passing score for managing progress and accountability on the PCC performance evaluation 
if there is little or no partnership of co-creation of the measures of success and accountability structures, if the coach is 
the most significant voice in setting accountability structures, if the coach is unable to support the client in 
developing an effective measures and accountability structure, if the measures and structures do not have a clear 
relationship to the client’s stated agenda and desired outcome or the client’s learning and creating processes, if the plan 
or goals do not have a clear purpose and potential to move the client forward, or if suggested tools and structures 
clearly do not bear a relationship to the needs of the particular client or his/her agenda. The evaluation will also 
be negatively impacted if the coach suggests standard coaching tools or exercises without discussing with the 
client the extent to which they might be of value to the client.
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Lesa skrifað samtal 
(afhent partners í Apríltíma) 

 
Skoða þremur hlutum: 

 
- Samningur 

- Vitundarsköpun 
- Stjórnun  

Framgangs  
& Ábyrgðar 

Skila endurgjöf fyrir 1. Maí 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Hvað hefur tíminn  
gefið þér ídag?
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Næsta hitting 

16. April -  nethitting 
 
 

Takk fyrir tímann
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